
Beyond sales

Six essentials for a true sales 
performance system

training



Sales training and sales enablement are broken…

Annual investment 
in sales training (US)

$3bn 
(2017)

44.2% 
(2017)

Share of sales reps 
meeting quota (CSO insights 2017)

5 year trend 
(training investment & quota attainment) Investment is going up, while impact is going down…

In the United States alone annual spend on corporate sales training is estimated to be at 
least three billion dollars.  In spite of  these investments, and billions more in sales 
technology, annual quota attainment is on a five-year decline.  

Recent research by HubSpot of 200 enterprise organizations led to the conclusion that 
some $66 billion spent on overall sales enablement has not resulted in any major 
productivity increase. 

Lost in the “Bermuda triangle” of sales training

In our three decades of observation, most companies struggle to “connect the dots” 
between key functional areas that have a stake in sales training and transformation.  
Each of these areas have a different “lens” and perspective driving their priorities.  

As a result, the organizational forces that are driving and funding sales training 
investments can have a major impact on the approach taken (and results attained).
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To fix, companies must change how they develop 
talent and adapt investments to their growth strategy…

Sales improvement initiatives 
need to shift to a performance mindset

Sales organizations must move beyond traditional sales 
development approaches, to performance development, if they 
want to ensure returns on their sales improvement investments.

Different growth strategies have  
different priorities and sales goals

Sales organizations must align performance development 
initiatives to their growth strategies - to ensure the right 
competencies for success are developed.

Diversification

Product 
Development 

Market 
Development

Market 
Penetration

Performance Development 
§ Clearly defined business outcomes and 

systematic view of how new knowledge and 
behaviors impact results

§ Highly focused scope and “time boxed”
(agile) mindset

§ Mass customized “path to mastery” 
(knowledge and behavior definitions) for 
individuals

§ Incorporates learning aligned activities that 
require field application of new skills

Sales Training 
§ No clear business goals or view of how 

investments are impacting outcomes

§ Broad , programmatic scope (blanket 
training)

§ Mass produced learning and development 
content (or lengthy customization)

§ Focuses primarily on learning objectives with 
limited field application criteria



And apply a systematic improvement approach to 
sales organization development

ALIGN DEVELOP

ASSESS

ANALYZE

PERFORM MANAGE

Six essential elements of a systematic improvement 
approach

Companies that outperform competition apply a systematic improvement approach that follows a six step process repeated continuously. 

They (1) align sales competency priorities to their growth strategy, (2) assess competency gaps and (3) assign short intense learning and development 
loops to close gaps. They (4) monitor performance on competency associated KPIs, (5) analyze impact and (6) activate management to ensure 
investments in competency development are turned into organizational change and top line impact.

The process is continuously repeated, constantly developing the organization to close the most critical competency gaps.



1. Align
Capabilities to the right outcomes

Different growth strategies require different sets of sales activities and 
competencies.

A market penetration growth strategy must be supported by strong 
competencies in account management - to grow share-of-wallet. 

A diversification growth strategy must be supported by strong 
competencies in prospecting & opportunity management - to grow 
customer acquisition & new business. 

To ensure impact from sales development investment, the leader 
must first align capability development to the organization’s growth 
strategy.

2. Assess
Current reality for the most important capabilities

To ensure development resources are allocated where they are needed 
the most, the commercial leader must understand where the biggest 
competency gaps to close exist. 

This is accomplished by assessing the organization and each individual 
sales professional against Best Practice models to get a clear view of 
strengths and weaknesses. 

To ensure impact from sales development investment, the leader 
must understand critical competency gaps to close, and focus 
resources toward closing those first. 
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3. Develop
Blended learning in short, intense development loops

Effective competency development can’t rely on class-room training 
alone, but must be done through a combination of self-learning (online), 
instructor led training (Classroom), and real life application (on-the-job).  

Effective competency development doesn’t happen through broad “one-
size-fits-all” programs, but focuses on building each competency one-by-
one, through short intense learning and development loops, personalized 
to the needs of each sales professional. 

To ensure impact, the sales leader must enable the sales professional 
to develop through personalized blended learning, in short intense 
learning and development loops, building competency mastery one-
by-one. 

4. Perform
Monitor performance on competency connected KPIs

Each competency has a set of associated performance tools and KPIs, 
specific to that skill-set. 

Account Management competencies should result in lower customer 
churn and higher share-of wallet.  Prospecting competencies should 
result in more initial customer meetings and early stage pipeline value. 

To understand if development efforts are impacting the organization 
where it matters (on results), performance must be monitored for 
associated KPIs so action can be taken immediately, if needed.  

To ensure developments efforts translate into concrete results, the 
sales leader must monitor performance on selected KPIs and take 
action when and where it is needed. 
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5. Analyze
Measure realization of new competency & performance levels

Before moving the organization’s sales development focus to a new area, 
the sales leader must demonstrate that a new level of competency & 
performance level has been realized. 

This is done by re-assessing sales competency development progress 
against best-practice models and analyzing KPIs and sales results.

Individual sellers unable to demonstrate new level of competencies & 
performance must go through another learning loop, until gaps are closed 
and they are ready to move on. 

To ensure development focus isn’t moved before the organization is 
ready, the sales leader must analyze competency & performance levels 
to make a decision on whether to invest additional resources in current 
competency areas, or move on to the next logical candidates for 
improvement.

6. Manage
Anchor new way of working in management cadence

One of the most common causes of lost impact from investment in sales 
development is the organization’s failure to anchor new way of working 
in the sales management layer.

Sales professionals may be energized and ready to conduct a new way of 
selling, but sales processes and management practices may reflect 
business as usual. 

If development focus is on improving account management capabilities, 
this must be reflected in updated processes, incentive structures, and 
management cadences. 

To ensure new way of selling doesn’t go back to “business as usual”, 
the sales leader must involve management and align sales 
processes, incentive structures and management cadences to sustain 
new competencies – and performance levels. 

Re-assess 
competency gaps

Decision to re-focus or 
move on to next area

Re-assess 
performance

Align to KPIs and 
incentive structure

Anchor in 
management

Sustained 
topline growth



Outperform the competition, 
through differentiating by how you sell.
Get in touch with local office leaders, to learn more about how to start your performance  
journey 

NORTH AMERICA
Robert Kear
CTO
rkear@spisales.com
+1 704 227 6500

EUROPE
Steven Vantongelen
Executive VP
svantongelen@spisales.com
+32 2 2525004

UK
Jon Ticehurst
Senior Consultant
jticehurst@spisales.com
+44 203 283 4090

GREATER CHINA
Lawrence Lee
GM
Llee@cn.pisales.com
+86 10 8574 3458
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